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government for funds for several
years and the water claimed by the
government In their notice to the ter
ritorial engineer having been formally released by the secretary of the
interior, opens the way for the de
velopment of the project by the above
parties without any Interference from
TO
the government.
424
Application
by Andreas A. Jones
on the receipt of proper plans and
INCORPORATION
OF
PURCHASED
GENERAL ASSEMBLY AT OTTAWA PRICELESS BOOKS
TERRITORIAL
ENGINEER
specifications and adequate water sup ARTICLES
THAT
FILED FOR SYSTEM
IN GERMANY
FOR SCHOOL
PROMISES TO BE MOST IMrecords
this
ply
project,
regarding
POSES OF LARGE NUMBER OF
WILL TRAVERSE STATE.
OF ARCHAEOLOGY.
PORTANT EVER HELD
This project is to be developed cd
IMPORTANT FILINGS
the Preston grant- - Water will be ap
Santa Fe, N. M., June 6. It is an
Santa Fe, N. M. June 6. A copy
propriated from the Pecos river In
Ottawa, OnL, June 6. The thirty
Santa Fe, N. M, June 6. The d the vicinity of Tecolotito. In the of the articles of Incorporation of the seventh
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Pres
ot
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by Dr. Edgar L. Hewitt, di
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partment of Ue territorial engineer final approval ot this application the Taos, Sierra Nevada and San Fran- byterian church In Canada will meet rector of American Archaeology for
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applications which will be ol interest court will be withdrawn and the ap lo county, Utah, was filed In the ter- row, with the
retiring moderator, the ica, that the library of the late Ger
to the irrigation public ol New Mev
plications on the Urton Lake, Mc ritorial secretary's office yesterday Rev. Dr. John Forrest in the chair, man linguist. Professor Frank NikolIco. The principal applications .a Canne and Jones
projects, will be ap- ac mining the company to do business The nrost ot the ministerial commis aus Finck, is to be brought to this
volved were several tilings made on
proved subject to the rights of the in the territoy. The purpose is to sioners are here, and the arrivals to country. It has been purchased by
the Pecos river which bad been re Las Vegas district, the United States
lay out, construct, sf c, a railroad be morrow are expected to make up the the Hon. Frank Springer of Las
jected by Vernon U Sullivan, terri reclamation Carlsbad project, and ginning at the western boundary of complement.
Vegas for" the use of the school of
torial engineer, on the 12th day of others having prior valid rights to the the
In
are
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visible
and
American Archaelogy, the research
Outward
of
signs
Washington
county
November, 1910, la accordance with use of waters described.
and running thence In an easterly di- abundant that the present general as school of the Archaeological Institute
an opinion of the attorney genertd,
Application No. 525 by Earl C. rection through the counties of sembly is likely to be one of the of America.
stating that the waters of the Pe")9 Cleveland and E. H. Weatherhead of Washington, from Kane, Garfield and most important of recent years. There
Never before was such a collection
were not subject to appropriation on Mosollon, for 1 sec. ft. of water from
of are many big questions tor the com of works on language and the science
to
the
eastern
Juan
San
boundary
account of prior .notices of intended Indian Bed Springs, western Socorro
the county of San Juan in Utah, missioners to consider and act upon. of language brought to America. Proappropriation by the United States county, was approved by the territhence continuing in an easterly and Church union Is one .of the foremost fessor FlncR held the chair of Gen
government for the Las Vegas, Urtoi: torial engineer for milling, mining
southeasterly direction through the of these, and it Is predicted that it eral Linguistics at the University of
Lake and Carlsbad projects.
jnd domestic purposes.
counties of San Juan McKinley Rio Ar- will cause a keen discussion. The Berlin, and was the foremost linguisApplicaUons 410. 411, 421 ani
Application No. 512 by Gecrge E. riba, Sandoval and Santa Fe, making propositoin that the Presbyterians tic scholar of his time. His writings,
by the Fort Sumner and Pecos "Land Williams for 8 second feet ol wate.
a division at some feasible point n should unite in an organic way with etc., are widely known. Dr. Finck did
company. East Las Vegas, filed on from Four Mile Draw, Pecos valley
the counties of Sandoval, Rio Arriba the Methodist and Congregational a great amount of field work in the
March 17, 1910, were returned reject for the Irrigation of 560 acres,
and Santa Fe, with the northern di- churches in Canada was first brought Caucasus mountains of southern Rus
ed, on the ground that in tha ay
cutting down to 5 second fee', vision
at St. John seven sia, where is an area no greater than
passing through the counties of up in the assembly
proval of applications 170 and ID J the continuous flow during Irrigation seathe
past year the that of Switzerland, over 50 distinct
ago.
During
years
and
and
Mora
Un'on,
Colfax,
Taos,
same project was covered and tlia son.
on by the 68
voted
been
has
are spoken. There is
through the town of Taos, Taos questkn
languages
these last applications were supei
ef the Presbyterian scarcely a
Application No. 133 by H. B. Jones, county and continuing to the east- presbyteries
In the world with
language
fluous.
Santa Rosa, N. M., which bas been
from the Atlantic to the Pa- w.hich he was not familiar.
church,
New
Union
of
ern
county,
407
406
file;
and
boundary
Applications 403,
pending in the office since February
cific, and the result shows a decided
After Professor
death
Finck's
by D. J. McCanne of Fort Simue 24th, 1908, account of appropriation Mexico; the southern division pass
sympathy on the part of the minis- which occurred recently, Mr. Springer
for waters of the Pecos river, for a by the government on Carlsbad pro- ing through the counties of Bernalillo, ters
and the presiding elders in favor
opened negotiations for the purchase
total of 110,000 acres were retumei ject, approved for the Irrigation of Torrance, San Miguel and Guadalupe
invement for union.
in
or
at
the
and
of the magnificlent private library.
vicinity
terminating
by the territorial engineer relxteJ 13,000 acres for power purposes, cut
The position of Queen's university
on the ground that by the aptnovnl to 13 second feet continuous fl w ol Fort Sumner, Guadalupe county,
which had been amassed by Dr. Finck
to
relation
the
church,
future
and its
Mexico.
New
of application No. 43G by T. T. Mchis lifetime. The books are
43.5
sec
and
during irrigation season,
a question that has been a bone of during In
The location of the principal office
some 50 different - lan
Canne, calling for the Irrigation of ond feet for power purposes, this pr
will written
a
almost
for
decade,
contention
New Mexico is
120,000 acres in the vicinity ot rvt Ject to cost
this
in
of
The
guages.
corporation
library Is to be installed
of
exclusive
pow$15,000
come up again and with a fair prosl
Sumner for the waters of the Pc-at Taos and A. C. Probert Is the
historic
the
palace at Santa Fe,
er plant.
pect of final settlement Principal
the
river and Alamogordo creek, on tht
whom
Mexico
of New
museum
the
where
agent
upon
against
process
Application No. 170 by the Fort
Grant, during the latter years of his
American
Archaeo
ground that the same territory would Sumner and Pecos I,and company, for corporation may be served. The toand
school
the
of
should
life, urged that the university
!.e covered as mentioned In tha
$S00,-0now housed. This library, to
9.42 second feet for waters of Pecos, tal authorized capital stock is
be nationalized, and Principal Gordon, logy are
as above referred to.
at
$100
shares
into
dividede
8,000
the linguistic labratory
with
gether
659
cost
same
of
acres
to
the
for the Irrigation
now In charge, has taken
In the matter of application 295 by
each.
donated by Miss Anna L,
recently
down
was
of
coterie
$4,000
small
A
cutting
stand.
Presbyter
approved,
the Urton Lake Land and Wate- - cm to 6 second
The names of the incorporators and
Wolcott of Denver, Colo., the splendid
feet, and made subject
ians, however, has strongly resisted
pany of Santa Fe, N. M., and appli- to the
ser- Hie number of shares they own are the idea of separation and has sought opportunity for field work at Santa
the
reclamation
of
rights
cation No. 43C of D. J. McCanne o
vice Carlsbad project, board of trus- as follows: J. M. Itedd, Montieello, to have the present relationship con Fe's door, and such a genius as John
Fort Sumner, the territorial engineer tees Las
D. A. Clouthier, Springer, N.
P. Harrington In charge of that de
tinued.
Vegas grant, and others hav- Utah, 1;
requested applicants to submit pHrs
M-- ,
C. H. Randall, Taos, 15; W.
100;
make
5f
valid rights to the use
of a moderator this partment, of the school, will
'election
prior
The
ing
and specifications of the dams, flurr.ra,
P Ilalliday, McAlesfer, ,Okla..
500; year is creating little interest, from Santa Fe a place of unequalled ad
from this stream system.
water
syphons, etc., to be filed within C
Crtirsou Gusdorf, Taos, 50; Joseph tbe fact that the choice of the Rev vantages for research work in lanApplication 190 by Fort Sumner and
days. The said plans covering a proGiU, Clayton, 500; J. S. Holland, Hol- R. P. Mackay of Toronto, well known guages, as well as In general ethnolLand
sex'ond
17.41
for
company
ject which upon combination ot the Pecos waters
100; Charles J. II. Bushhell, as the secretary of the foreign mis- ogy and archaeology.
land,
for
for
river
of
the
Pecos
feet
two above mentioned applications will
100; S. E. Rucker, Amistad, sion committee of the church, is gen
Becnham,
form one large project. The Urton the irrigation of 1,342 acres, approv
II.
S. Wannamaker,
G. A. R. OF TWO STATES.
300;
Amistad, erally regarded as a foregone conclu
11
feet
to
second
down
ed,
cutt'ng
Lake and McCanne applications will
C.
A.
1,5(10;
Sallda, Colo., June 6. Salida has
Probert, Taos, 3,194; J. sion.
be consolidated, therefore the plans and with the similar proviso to that
A.
donned patriotic attire in honor of
and specifications will be approved included under application No. 170. Wright Giddings, Taos, 250; John
MEETING OF EAGLES.
the Grand Army veterans of Colorado
Application No. 437 by L. A.' Hughes I lorney, Taos, 15; Jose Monatanor,
for one larg combined project and
Logunsport, Intl., June 6. The an- and Wyoming, whose annual departthe acreage for such water supply if and G. W. Prichard filed April ll, Taos, 100; J. .N. Vigil, Talpa, '
Frater
of
H.
the
cMivention
mental encampment opened liere tofound avaflable will be segregated by 1910, for 500 second feet of waters Hubert - Johnson, 100; J. J Vigil, nuail sGtate
Tat-shere
deconvened
Of
50;Frank
Rio
the
Dallas.
Grande
river
Older
500;
for
nal
of
Eagles
Hamm,
the
day with a good attendance of visithe combined parties, forming a new
of power purposes near the Fraiik Jtamm, Jr., Arroyo Sera, 50; today with a Jarge attendance of del tors. The proceedings will continue
velopment
of
the
under
the
provisions
company
to ost $25,000 Anntmio C. Pacheco, Arroyo Seco, 10; egates and vitiltora from all over In until Thursday.
Carey act, and will probably develop Cochlti pueblo grant
s
Malsiqulas Martinez, Taos, 250;
diana. A big . street! parade was tie
one of the largest Carey act projects was approved.
Xew-bTxrts of o'd people are well preservG.
H.
' In New Mexico.
S.
449
K.
NorNo.
MoGowan,
Taos,
10;
As soon as these
by
principal feature of the opening day.
Application
'Tomorrow will' be devoted to the busi ed because they have kept out of jars.
Arroyo Hondo, 50; William
plans and specifications are filed and ment of Santa Fe, filed May 12, 1910,
Taos 10; Isaac W. Dwire, Tnos, ness of the' convention, including the
comply with the provisions of the law for 600 second feet waters Of the
and the requirements of the terri- Rio Grande In the vicinity f Cochiti lit; JHin B. Bidewell, Taos, 250; Eli ejection of offiosrs for the ensuin.
torial engineer, same will be approved pueblo grant, for the development of Hartt, Taos, 50; Squire Hartt, Jr., year. O.mrad 11. Mann oi tvansas
and the project started under the power to cost J'JUO.ooo, rejected on KanelKJs de Taos, 50; P. M. Doliin, Olty, grind worthy secretary of the
,
is sehedoliid to deliver an
Carey act provisions. This combined account of prior filings by Hughes Taos, 20; A. A. Rivers, Taos, 10; C.
at tfhe banquet tomorrow evenproject will take the place of the and Prichard for same location and C Lowe, Taos, 10; John Pearson,
Yi. M. Hudson, Taos, IS
Urton Lake reclamation project, which water supply. This application was Taos, 20,
ing. The city is decorated In honor
has been on the waiting list of the rejected with the privilege ot rein- shares.
of the convention and ample enter
statement and probable approval in
The officers of the new company tainment lias beer, provided for the
case applicants Hughes and Prichard are: IT. S. "Wannamaker, president; Visitors.
'
do not comply with the approval of Frank Hamm, first vice, president; J.
the territorial engineer in the wayof S. Holland, oecond vvice president;
DAKOTA FIFTY YEARS OLD.
construction work within certain pre Joseph Gill, secretary; A. C. Probert,
Pierre, S. D., June 6. The territory
scribed periods.
treasurer, arrfl W. P. Halliday, chief of Dakota was created ' 50 years ago
engineer.
today, and 'in celebration of the
"The number of miles of railroad to
A girl has a right to put on airs
anniversary flags were disbe built is estimated at 750.
or anything else ehe can afford.
played on all public buildings.
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Season tickets for
yourself and family
That's what the Victor gives you.
sea-so- n
More than that. Not only one
seaof entertainment, but many
sons.

And you don't have to go to crowded
theatres or go out in bad weather. You
can stay right at home and enjoy m pertect
comfort whatever kind of entertainment you
are in the mood to hear the best music
and entertainment of every sort.

in and hear the
The next time you are passing, stop feel
P"Jt
Victor. Or make a special tr
No obligation to buy, but if vou do want to buyup to
styles
Other
as
$10.
little
can get a Victor for as
$250, and on easy terms if desired.
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Icreepy sensations,
land I could not sleep
knights. I was finally
told by t.o pnys- W
M Hiiicians that I also
i' inn ii ' 'in i ' had a tumor. I read
one day of the wonderful cures made
by J.ydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound and decided to try it,
and it has made me a well woman.
My neighbors and friends declare it
had worked a miracle for me. Lydia
E. Pmkliaiii's Vegetable Compound is
wo'th its weight in gold for women
dining this period of life. If it will
help others you may publish my
letter." Mrs. Kattiah B. Greaton,
61 N. Main Street, Katick, Mass.
The Change of Life is the most critical period of a woman's existence.
Women everywhere should remember
nut tnere is no other remedy known
wi uieuicine mat will so successfully
carry women through this trying
as i.ycua L. jfinkhani's Vege- -
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WHOLESALE GROCERS

Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey

ii

E-

1

Nw Mexico.

n,

:

i

utmipouno.

kbo t your ease write a eontiden- I u letter to Mrs.
Pinkhain, at
rUn', Mass ,Ier advice la free

Vegas.

MR. C. T. SWANSON.

Twenty years ago I was taken sick
with Typhoic? and Malaria Fever, and
for a time was at the point of death.
As soon as I turned a little toward
the better my physician prescribed
Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey, and it
was just what I needed to build me
up. I have also found it excellent for
weak lungs and rheumatism.
I am
near the age of seventy, and will always continue to use it." C. J. Swan-so5140 Michigan ave., Chicago, 111.

still. cold,
Mylimbs
I had
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Ipound. I was in such
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Xatick. Mass. "I cannot express
wlhit I went through during the change
lot lite before tried
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not only serves to keep the bodily
health at the highest notch of excellence, but in typhoid and malaria, especially, when the bodily functions
are at their lowest ebb and death
seems imminent, it is. retained by the
stomach when, other agents are rejected, and as a food and stimulant
sustains life until the crisis is passed.
While convalescing after fever it is
the greatest strength-give- r
and body
builder known to science. It is a
wonderful remedy in the prevention
and cure of all lung, throat and stomach troubles, and all wasting and
weakening conditions.
Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey is the
only whiskey that was taxed by the
Government as a medicine during
n
war.
the
Sold IN SEALED BOTTLES
ONLY by all druggists, grocers and
dealers, or direct $1.00 a large bottle.
Spanish-America-
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Duffy Malt Whiskey Co., Bochester, N, T.
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IMPROVEMENTS AT
THE GRAND

'
CONCERT BY GLEE

CANYON

CLUBJAS

FE TO BUILD NINE-MILTRAIL, AND A NEW HOSTELRY THERE

SANTA

GOOD

LARGE

AUDIENCE
THAT FILLED
DUNCAN
OPERA
HOUSE

WELL ENTERTAINED.

Williams, ApU., June 6. Additional
attraction are planned by the Santa
Fe at the Grand Canyon by the construction of a scenic driveway along
the rim of the canyon for a distance
of nine miles west from Hotel El
Tovar.
There is now such a drive for three
miles, and the contract for extending
it six miles farther has just been let
to the J. L. Smith Contracting company.
This will bring the drive to Sunset
Point, or Hopl Point, where a new
trail is to be Btarted that will extend down to the river.
This trail will be about six or seven
miles long, as against eight miles by
the present trail, and it will be made
much easier to travel.
On the plateau halt way down the
canyon will be built a hotel. It is
planned that tourists will be able to
go from El Tovar down to this hotel
one day, stop there over night, and
the following day complete the excursion down to the river and return to
".l,e hotel, reaching El Tdvar the third
day. This will make the descent to
the bottom of the canyon much easier

Infants Die From Error In Diets
As to improper food here legis- free from germs, modified to meet
lation of the strictest kind would be the requirements of each case and In

in the the beginning and in cases of weak
digestion, partly peptionlzed, both as
All
an aid to digestion and to prevent the
baby foods should, by law, be formation in the stomach of a'mas3
labeled "foods for invalids, unfit for of curd. After eight months a small
babies." The manufacture of nipples amount of starchy food may be adfor nursing bottles should be regu- ded, best in the form of crackers or
lated so that a mother could not pro- wafers, on which the child can exervide her baby with a deathtrap In the cise its new and coming teeth. After
sKae of a nipple composed of glass eight months a small amount of egg,
tubes, bone and rubber, which is still near broth and white bread added
old with nursing bottles. A nursing to its daily allowance of milk, should
bottle should be of equal width receive untjl the" age for weaning Is
throughout its entire' length, with no readied, when good cow's milk should
constriction at its mouth, graduated be substituted for mother's milk, and
into ounces and provided with a rub- cereals, potatoes, rice and other foods
ber cap or cover, the center of which suitable for children may be added as
is formed into a nipple and which can l.e child's age Increases. No meat
b easily turned Inside.
should be given except scraped beef
The best food for an Infant is and very little of that, until a child
mother's milk, and all mothers should Is old enough to be taught properly to
be encouraged to suckle their child- chew his food. No beans, either navy
ren and to resort to artlfical feeding or green, no tomatoes, corn, olives,
only when all efforts to provide a pickles, peanuts or nuts of any kind,
sufficient supply of mother's milk no popcorn, grapes, figs, raisins,
have failed; and when possible, mere- orange pulp or rolled oats should
ly to supplement an insufficient sup- ever be fed to a child.' Castro-Intes- d
of the
ply of mother's milk with a certain tlnal diseases cause
amount of rrtiflclal feeding. Next to deaths among Infants under 1 year
diseases al
mother's milk the only food fit for old, and gastro-lntestlnInfants Is cow's milk, pure, clean, ways means error In diet.
boon, writes an authority
New York Medical Journal.
a

While not' up to the standard set
the California University organization the concert given last night by
the University of Southern California
glee club in the Duncan opera house
auwas appreciated by a good-size- d
dience. The excellence of the concert is shown by the fact that the
audience remained to encore roundly
the last number, although the warm
weather made the room rajher uncomfortable.
The boys were especially good with their ensemble singThe
ing.
grand
opera selection, "Ah, Mio Oswego,"
by Leron Jepson and Harry Hirst
made such a hit that it was encored
the
several times. Clyde Colllson,
pianist, pleased the audience at each
appearance. The chalk talks by How
ard Ikes were heartily enjoyed.
The members of the club are: LeHarold Mel
Roy Jepson,, director;
ville and Clifford H. Phillips, tenors;
Harold Paulln, Leslie Cooper and
Harry
Ray Taylor, second tenors;
Hirst, Roe Barrett and Wayne C.
Huston,
Mauzy, first bass; Luther
Howard Ikes and Calvin McCray, sec
ond bass; Clyde Colllson, s pianist;
than at present
The new driveway Is to be comple- Miss Harriet James, accompanist. The ? A
1
ted by September 30, but the details glee club was assisted by Charles
baritone.
Farwell
Edson,
for the hotel have not yet been completed.
FOR NEW MASONIC TEMPLE.
' IOWA EAGLES MEET.
'
Cumberland, Md., June 6. The
Des Moines, la., June 6. For the
Wyoming, Vermont and Nebraska
first time since the organizing con- corner stone for the new Masonic nay their governors but $2,500 a year.
on the
William S. Reyburn, the oew repvention in 1904, the Eagles of this temple that is to be erected
a
state are gathered in this city for site of old Fort Cumberland was laid resentative from the Second
un
ceremonies
with
memimpressive
Is
today
the
youngest
district,
their annual state convention. About
two thousand delegates, Tepresentng der the auspices of the grand lodge ber of congress.
aeries in all parts of the state are In of Masons of Maryland.
Congressman Benjamin G. HumphThe convention, whioh
reys of Mississippi' Is the son of
attendance.
Gen. Benjamin G. Humphreys,
is scheduled to continue for three
"Figures never lie," quoted the Brig.
days, opened today at the large hall wise guy. "Do you always believe a a distinguished soldier of the Confedof the Des Moines aerie, No. 109. An figure of speech?" asked the simple eracy.
Congressman John A. Martin of the
interesting program has been arrang- mug.
Second Colorado district is mentioned
ed toy the local Eagles, Including a
for the democratic nomination for
contest for the exemplification of the
The woman of today wno has good governor of his state at the next elecritual to 'be held at the Coliseum.
health, good temper, good sense,
Twenty teams will compete for the bright eyef and a lovely complexion, tion.
It Is a fact not generally known
large silver loving cup, the prize of- tha rmjiilt nf norrflct Hvlnsr and Rood
of
there are more Confederate vetthe
admiration
the
that
wins
is
It
fered by the local lodge.
digestion,
world.
If your digestion is faulty erans in the present congress than
that Sam Swift, of Dubuque, Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver Tabwill be elected president to succeed lets will correct it. For sale by all there are survivors of the northern
armies.
Lee Evans of Council Bluffs.
druggists.
t
by

pretty-near-aJmo- st

I
I

.

one-thir-

roinics anai
Politicians..

Penii-sylvani-

William E Chandler, who represented New Hampshire in the United
States senate for many years, is out
for President Taft to succeed himself
in 1912.
George Konig, who represents one
of the Baltimore districts in congress,
began his career as a ship calker and
for some years was president of the
Ship Calkers' union.
The first official convention utterance favoring protection to American
Industries was contained in the platform on which Andrew Jackson ran
for president In 1832.
William S. Greene, who represents
the Thirteenth Massachusetts district
in the house of representatives, was
an auctioneer in Fall River before he
came to congress.
A political campaign involving a
United States senatorshlp, the
and other important state offices will soon be In full blast In
Kentucky.
Governor John Burke of North Dakota has accepted an invitation to
speak at the annual meeting of the i
gover-norshl-

d

'

1

191

1

Iowa State Bar association to ba held
THE LATEST AND
In OskalooBa at the end of June.
Andrew Jackson was the first presiBEST POPULAR NOVEL
dential candidate nominated by a national convention! He was also th3
first presidential candidate to stand "THE GIRL OF MY DREAMS," A DEupon a platform of principle s?t
LIGHTFUL SERIAL, OFFERED
forth by a national political convecOPTIC READERS
tion.
Senator Cullom of Illinois, the deaa
of the United States senate, is engaged In the preparation of a volume
Beginning with today s lBsue.
of memoirs which will cover the last
The Optic offers its readers the
fifty yeans of American history, with
latest novel, entitled, "The Girl
which Senator Cullom has been idenOf My Dreams," which Is to run
tified in an active capacity.
as a serial in this paper from
Four men now in congress are
day to day. It ls a laugh-prwearers of the congressional medal of
ducing comedy of errors, novelized from the successful playlet
honor, awarded for distinguished bravof the same name. It is one of
ery during the Civil war. They are
Senators Du Pont of Delaware and
the most amusing stories you
Warren of Wyoming and Representahave ever had the pelasure of
tives Bradley of New York and Bingreading. It deals with a story
ham of Pennsylvania.
of Harry Swifton, who, on the
eve of a visit from his affianced
An interesting contest is in proswife, and when all the world
pect for the seat of United States Senseems bright and lovely, sud
ator Simmons of North Carolina,
whose term will expire March 4, 1913.
denly becomes Involved in a
maze of unfortunate circumstanSenator Simmons will be a candidate
ces that theratens to wreck his
for
Among those alrealy
announced as opposition candidates
happiness. Swifton didn't think
are former Governor Charles B.
it funny, but you will Don't
Governor W. W. Kltchin and
miss the opening chapter, which
starts today on page 7.
Chief Justice Walter Clark, acknowledged to be three of the ablest men
in public life in North Carolina,
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MATINEE
AND NIGHT

Women who bear children and remain healthy are those who prepare
their systems in advance of baby's
Unless the mother aids
coming.
work the crisis
nature in its pre-natfinds her system unequal to the demands made upon it, and she is often
left with weakened health or chronic
ailments. No remedy is so truly a
help to nature as Mother's Friend,
and no expectant mother should fail
to use it. It relieves the pain and
discomfort caused by the strain on
the ligaments, makes pliant and elastic those fibres and muscles which
nature Is expanding, prevents numbness of limbs, and soothes the inflammation of breast glands. The system
being thus prepared by Mother's
Friend dispels the fear that the crisis
Mother's
may not be safely met.
Friend assures a speedy and complete
recovery for the mother, and she Is
left a healthy woman to enjoy the
rearinc of her
child. Mother's
al

Friend is sold at

drug forstores.
free
our

Write

book for expect
ant mothers which contains much
valuable information, and many suggestions of a helpful nature.
BRADFIELD REGULATOR
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Vim, Vibration and Sparkle at Every Stroke
Direct
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Every man has some good habits
that are never found out.
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Vim, Vibration and Sparkle at Every Stroke

MISS BLANCHE LYONS
FRANK H ftLLE
f
(

JOHN HUGHES. . .
OTTO H. JACOBS
JAMES E. SEEBOLD
HENRY MAYER

Park

The

Soprano
World's Fluegel Horn Soloist,
Cornet Virtuoso
Belgium Euphonium Soloist
Piccolo Soloist
Xyophone Soloist
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Musical Comedy Company with a New Play Each Night

Tho Fisnniast of all Comedian
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The Big Beauty Chorus and the Original Pony Ballet.

Prices 50c, 35c, 25c
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Everything New and

Up-to-D- ate

Seats on sale at Murphey's and Schaefer's
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shingle, that served as tombstonerhls
name and age! Nothing could have,
tempted you to desecrate 'his grave.
His memory is still sacred after all
the years. That sort of experience
is utterly impossible to many a lad,
and the lad is father of the man.
There are grown men and women who
live in mortal terror of dog's, Others
'
simply do not like them. Others still,
think of them as chiefly. existing to
communicate to human vetnBi,tbe
virus of rabies.
"The danger of the mail! who really
Knows what the dog is, in his capacity for intelligence, affection, loyalty,
unfailing devotion, is that by,; over- extolling the dog, he antagonises his
neighbor who is minus the dog side
und increases his
in his make-up- ,
unfriendliness to the dog. In the pres
ence of those who look wUh suspicion
or fear uuon thiB most faithful of
d
friends if is bet
man's
ter for us who know him not to say
too much. They wouldn't believe us,
as it is they think us prejudiced, and
just a trifle weak somewhere in our
':
mental make-up- .
remarked
"Some one
recently by
way of friendly criticism of our ad
miration for the dog's splendid mag
, '
nanimlty in forgiving any-- unkind
or
cruel mas
ness of his thoughtless
dog
even
that
any
ter,
would resent a kick. Not from his
maate.-- . or at least only for a. mo
ment The above writer said, 'it Isn't
human to be so forgiving and magnanimous as the dog.' True, but.it is
divine. Have we never read of one
who "when he was reviled, reviled not
again, when he suffered, threatened
not,' who even dared to say something
"
about turning the other cheek?
"The fact remains, however, that
he who knows the dog, and of course
you can't know him unless you love
him, any more than you can a human
friend, has learned not a few of the
finest lessons that life has had to
teach. More than one man's soul nas
understood the truth beneath these
words:
"Ah, Blanco! Did I worship God
As truly as you worship me,
Or follow where my Master trod
four-foote-

Besides the choice of the location
of a state capital just what are the
.essential attributes of statehood, to
Which the United
States Supreme
court refers in the Oklahoma case?"
Tbe Oklahoma enabling act, as
passed by congress, fixed the state
capital at Guthrie and provided that
With your humility,
it should remain there until 1913. In iDid
I sit fondly at His feet,
Imposing this condition on Oklahoma
As you, dear Blanco, sit at mine,
the supreme court holds, congress dis- And watch Him with a love as sweet,
regarded the section of the constituMy lite would grow divine."
tion of the United States, which reo
quires taat new states shall be adTACTICS
CONTEMPTIBLE
mitted ou terms of equality with all
other states.
The tongue of a member of the huThis decision is doubly Interesting
man family la constantly getting the
because of its apparent bearing on
owner of it into serlouB difficulty.
tbe cases of New Mexico and Arizona,
Bays the Toas Valley News, in edi
which are impatiently awaiting ad' torial
at
v discussing a ridiculous
mission to the union.
They have tack on Game and Fish Warden
framed and adopted their state con- Thomas P. Gable, A few words light
stitutions In due order, but on the
ly spoken, when repeated or used by
part of congress there Is a disposi another person, and especially one of
tion to impose new restrictions upon
a vindictive spirit, or for the purthem, Arizona especially has incurof injury, can do a great deal of
red opposition by providing for the pose
damage.
recall of the judiciary.
Edward L. Safford, clerk of the
The warning to congress that new
remarkied to Page
states must be admitted on terms of First district court,
Otero, a clerk in Safford's office, by
equality with all other states is pe- virtue of that official's
charity, that
culiarly timely.
while in Taos, prior to May 15, trout
i
o
were served on the table where sev
SO 3IOUE WHITEWASH
eral of the court officials were stop
ping. Safford also remarked that it
Regardless of any "gentlemen's was a shame that ties and logs could
agreement," there will be no white- be floated down the best fishing
washing of William Lorimer this streams when the territory- had paid
time.
for stocking them with trout.
The committee on privileges and
It was enough. Page Otero Is af;'
elections of the United States senate ter the official
scalp of Thomas
1.; instructed to make a thorough inGable, game and fish warden for the
vestigation and it is a matter of min- territory.
So Is J. H. Sloan. . Incior importance Ihow many of Mr. Lorl-mer- 's
dentally, the story grew, so that when
friends are numbered among it. reached official ears, which ' it' was
the investigators, The facts will have Intended to reach, it had Safford say-ing
to come out. The committee will
trout were Berved on the table'
have to do its work thoroughy, and where
he boarded at Toas every day,
tte eyes of the country will be on it while he was there, and ' that
Gable
during the whole period of investiga- was to blame for the ties and logs
tion.
floating down the best
fishing
Suppression and evasion are no streams. Then Eddie Eafford filed
lousier possible. We do not believe an
affidavit with District Attorney
tlrre is a single senator who is ig- Abbott, to whom the accusation came
norant of the facts that it is no longthe inefficiency and t, iner William Lorimer alone who is on regarding
iquity of Game Warden Gabje in
trial, but that the honor of the United which he denied, under oatn, the
States senate is equally on trial.
garbled, offensive and
damaging
language with which he was charged
THE JLOVI2 OF A DOG " as""b'eing the author.
i
.
" Such
tactics are contemptible,
Writing In the. current urumber of
and, in the end,
nliersally
"Our DUmb Animals," Dr. Francis react on those who make use Of
H. Rowley jsays:
.
tlem; doing more injury toTfie'm than
"If you don't like him there's no to the one
against whom they are
need of argument. The difficulty is used. Of course, the
que&yon f,Ues
congenial. It happens you were born and logs in streams is statutory, and
with that side of human nature, left the
right was given by the UuX legis
out to which the dog makes his aplature, so it is out of the game war
peal. There are boys that were never den's
jurisdiction, anyway. That fish
so happy in all their boyhood as when
were served on a Taos taileOnoe
they came Into possession of their
prior to May 15, is hardly ground for
first do sr. .He might have been a the
removal of Tom Gable, but; It' only
'
poor hotftelss tramfH- -a mongrel of
goes to show the straits that Otero
t
once they got a piece
mongrelsjr-huof clothe! ljne around his neck, or a and Sloan are in and the limit to
which they will go to carry, out their
string, and eould induce him to be led
home, and the gracious mother per personal animosity.
Tom Gable is well known here In
mitted him to stay,: what Joy! He
must even sleep fceslde their bed at the best fishing country in New Mexnight. How welcome was his grate- ico. He is known as an efficient
ful love! Then when attacked, per- and earnest official and. an enthushaps, by the distemper, he sickened iast In his work Not only here, but
and died, did any hotter tears ever everywhere throughout New Mexico,
run down your boyish cheeks? - How wfll E& out si ringing protest against
carefully you buried him? With what the methods nsed by Otero and Sloan
tenderness you tried to print Jnthe to Jn Jure. the standing ofaa official.

It is an es
pecially reprehensible act for a man
who has been given apposition y another, to misrepresent? his benefactor
to accomplish his own ends..
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Who' is doing Ms duty.
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In Colorado they used to credit
David H. Moffat with being worth
anywhere from 30 to 50 million dollars. The Inventory of his estate
filed last week showed about 15 mil
lions; enough to keep the wolf com
fortably from the door, but not by any
means up to the popular rating. Dur
ing the life of Senator Elkins his fortune was estimated at anywhere from
15 to 50 millions. His death reveale
an estate of five millions. The multimillionaires seem to( be rather
Maybe John D. Rockefel
ler hasn't a thousand millions, after
1

kll.
BOSTON WOOL MARKET
Boston, June 6. The wool market
has been quiet during the last week,
While a few mills have received fair
orders for heavy weight goods, Im
provement in the goods market Is far

from general. Principal Interest at
present centers In the new clip. Durthe week territory half bloods
ing
sold at 21 cents.
Every youthful graduate expects to
world on fire but it dosen't
seem to worry the Insurance people
very much.

set the

Of the sundry expedients for keeping cool in summer the following RAILROAD STOCKS
sarcastic suggestions are worth remembering:
SAG MANY POINTS
"These rules are offered without tho
aid or comfort of the city physician:
"Lock at the thermometer every
SUFFICIENT SUPPORT, HOWEVER,
ten minutes.
PREVENTED ANY EXTENSIVE
"Believe only the thermometers
that register the highest.
LOSSES
"Read the weather predictions over
and over.
New York, June 6. Few Important
"Talk about the weather
"Ins'st that our climate is chan charges occurred daring the morning
on the Stock Exchange. The market
ing.
"Drink lots of ice water,- lemonale was inclined to sag but sufficient supand stuff in the effort to find some- port was offered to prevent any exthing that will make you feel cool.
tended losses and speculation seemed
"Say: 'Isn't this a scorcher' every
to have reached a deadlock. The copfive minutes.
'
per stocks were almost the only ones
"Look at the thermometer again.
- "Run forHhe street car and then to show sustained strength. On the
discuss the heat with the conductor. "curb," American Tobacco which had
'This
"Before retiring say:
declined about 120 points lnce the
is like an oven.'
court announced its decision in
"If you see anyone who looks con
the
tobacco
half
Isn't
cases, advanced 24 points
'I'll
bet
he
fortable, sigh:
ns cool as he looks'
to 423. Near midday the strength de"Occasionally say: Tour people rived from the movements in special
Mv.
prostrated by heat today.
stocks wore off and United States
w
y
Steel and the principal railroad shares
The elevator boy has an uplifting sagged to the lowest. Bonds were irInfluence In spite of the fact that he regular. Last sales for the day were
often runs people down.
as follows:

5.906.OO. Lights

butchers

Market
Sheep Receipts
steady. Muttons $3.504.25; lambs
$5.507.00; fed wethers and yearling
$S.755.00; fed western ewes $3.00

mile.

The effect the giant powerhouse
will have upon the industrial and civic
welfare of the middle west will be
great. Within a transmission distance
of practically 200 miles are an unusually large number of flourishing
s and towns:
St. Louis, Bloom-lngtoDecatur, Galesburg, Rock Island, Springfield, Qulncy, Peoria, Jollet
and Rockford, in Illinois, and Dubuque, Davenport, Des Moines, Clinton and Cedar Rapids In Iowa,
i Then
there are the large cities of
Missouri St. Louis, Kansas City,
Hannibal and St. Joseph. Although
the work will not be completed until
1913. contracts
have already been
made with the public service com
panies of St. Louis for 60,000 horse
power for a period of 99 years.
It has been pointed out that while
the east, as a whole, is the great
manufacturing center, yet for many
years past there has been a pronounc
ed tendency on the part of manufacturers to get as near as possible to
the sonrces of their raw material, or
to seek those localities where motive
power can he obtained at a minimum
of cost. Illinois and. Iowa have always been agricultural states. The
farmers of that part of the country
have become exceedingly prosperous,
and now ft looks as though there
would be a rapid Industrial develop- ' roughout that section. Hence
.

3.80.
CHICAGO LIVE STOCK
Chicago, June 6. Cattle Receipt a
Market steady. Beeves $5.15
2,500.

6.50; Texas steers $4.505.B0;
western steers $4.755.50; etockers
and feeders $3.855.60; cows and
heifers $2.405.80; calves $5.00

7.50.'

Hogs Reeclpts 10,000. Market genLights $5.85
erally 5 cents higher.
6.17; mixed $5.806.15; heavy
$5.656.10; rough $5.655.85; good
tc choice heavy $5.856.10;
pigs
$n.606.10; bulk of sales $6.00

Del-roo-

G.10.

Market
15,000.
steady to strong. Native $3.004.50;
western $3.004.60; yearlings $4.35
5.40; lambs, native $4.256.95;
western $4.257.25.
Sheep-HRece-

ipU
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June C. Showers over
a
wide
territory took the starch
quite
out of the price of wheat today. Hardly second as a bearish influence was
the fact that lair prospects .for the
psssage of the reiipiocity bill soon
were said to exist. Commission selling was general but resting orders to
buy at a decline; had a steadying effect. Wheat opened at 92Z to 92,
and fell to 92.
a loss of Y to
Selling by a prominent local house
weakened corn. The chief Incident
was the declining tendency of wheat.
of a cent lower
July opened Yt to
. touched 54
and
at 54 to
Cash conthen dropped to
cerns were the principal sellers on a
to
weak oats market. July started
cents off at 37 to 37
and kept
near the lower level. Provisions became firmer with hogs. First sales
cents higher
were a shade to
with September delivery $8.25 for lard
for ribs. There
and $7.95 to $7.97
was no trade In pork. Closing quotations were as follows:
Wheat, July
Sept. 8990.
Corn, July 53; Sept. 54.
Oats, July 35; Sept.
Pork, July $14.90; Sept. $14.55.
Lard, July $8.22; Sept. $8.32.
Ribs, July $8.07; Sept. $8.05.
Chicago,

54.
25

3637.
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BACHARACH'S
Men, See Our Line

,,:

Percent

3

Here is One Underwear That
Gives True Comfort and
Lasting Satisfaction

of

to Men.

Si

Furnishings

SUPERIOR UNION SUITS fit, fit all
over because properly knitted over
SUscientifically graded patterns.
PERIORS never bind, bulge, bag, sag
or hike. They are the Union Suits

Manhattan Shirts

materials and

Florsheim Shoes
Stetson Hats

A

THE

Light & Power Co.

7

If.

1

Ml

r

.

'

inforced at every wearing point "THE
LAP WITHOUT THE GAP" is a feature of SUPERIORS that has made
many friends for these Union Suits.
We have a full line

Kayser Kravats
Lord & Taylor's Sox

515-51-

r"0

with tho troubles left out
constructed of finest
re-

Wilson Brothers' Suspenders

"'"Phone Main 206

,

June White Sale

t

I

SHOWERS TAKE STARCH OUT OF
COMMISSION
THE MARKET
SELLING HEAVY

34
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BIO SLUMP

hydro-electri-

On 30 Days Trial

Vea

SUftlK

91;

Electric Irons

as

POTATIONS

67
Amalgamated Copper
119
NEW YORK METAL
American Beet Sugar, bid
New York, June 6. Lead, quiet,
111
Atchison
135 V $4.4O4.50; Standard copper, quiet;
Great Northern, pfd
Silver
spot and Sept. $11.8512.05.
110
New York Central
134
53.
Pacific Mail
it is by no means necessary to re- Reading,
160
?
NEW YORK MONEY
120
gard the market for the power devel- Southern Pacific
New York, June 6. Call money 2
186
oped on the Mississippi as limited to Union Pacific
industries already existing in the mar- United States Steel
77
IN SESSION IN ROCHESTER.
per cent; prime mercantile paket territory. It is a safe assumption Wabash, pfd
118
per
per cent. Mexican dollars
Rochester, N. Y., June 6. The
that a region with this great reserve
45.
thirty-firs- t
annual convention of the
c
of
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
power will gradually
American Water Works association
evolve new industries.
Kansas City, June 6. Cattle ReLIVERPOOL COTTON
opened for a four days' session in
It is understood that the power gen- ceipts 8,000. Market steady to strong.
Liverpool, June 6. Closing cotton. Rochester today with members in aterated will be supplied to existing Native steers $5.006.35; southern
Spot dull prices 5 points higher. tendance from many leading cities of
central stations In different towns and steers
southern cows American middling fair 8;92; good tbe United States and Canada.
$4.005.70;
cities in the territory that can be and heifers
$2.755.00; etockers and middling 8.60; middling 8.38; low midserved in much the same manner as feeders
bulls $3.75
AMERICAN GIRL WEDS.
?4.005.40;
dling 8:18; good ordinary 7.92; ornatural gas Is supplied to local gas 5.00;
calves $4.007.50; western dinary 7.67. Sales 2,000 bales.
London, June 6. Miss Edna Kath-erin- e
companies In the gas belts. The pow- steers
Shull, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
$4.756.10; western cows
er will be supplied under contract to ?::.oo4.75.
The reason a girl can dance all John Snull of Minneapolis, was marthe central stations, and the stations
Market 5 night without getting tired Is she ried in St George's church, Hanover
Hogs Receipts 18,000.
will use it instead of generating curcents higher. Bulk of sales $5.90
couldn't handle a broom for teh min- Sauare today to Lieutenant Greenville
rent. The present equipment of the P.
00; heavy $5.905.?5; packers and utes without breaking down.
Bertie Vernoa
stations need not be dismantled, but
emer
for
in
held
readiness
be
may
gencies.
The project Involves the building
of a solid concrete dam across the
river, a powerhouse, and a new lock
and dry dock for the accommodation
cf river traffic.
The United States government and
the Mississippi River Power company
are jointly interested in the enter
prise. The government secures free
of cost a new lock and drk dock, to
replace the present canal and three
locks, which will be submerged by the
A great showing of Snow White Underwear for women is being made
new dam the new lock being much
larger than the old ones. The gov
here. Snow white undergarments made up and thoroughly inspected by the
ernment secures also a new perma
nent navigable stage of water for
best manufacturers.
Some numbers bought especially for this sale are of
distance of sixty miles north of the
dam. Only during the high etages of
exceptional value. We offer our superb assortment of Gowns, Petticoats,
the river is it now possible to navi
gate tbe Des Moines rapids, which
Chemises, Combination Suits, Drawers and Corset Covers at a reduction of
extend over a length of seven and
one-hal- f
miles of river, except by the
us of the present canal and lock sys
t-tem, occupying the Iowa shore and
finished In 1877.

jflas-tardl- y,

'

WOOL

St. Loute, June 6. Wool market
and western
unchanged. Territory
mediums
fine mediums 17
18; fine 1216.

--

on
by

WHEAT

10,000.

To Harness the Father of Waters
The Father of 'Waters, the mighty
Mississippi, is to be harnessed. This
mighty dam, which is being constructed at Keokuk, Iowa, will furnish 200,-00- 0
horse power and when completed
will be the largest dam for hydroelectric purposes in the world.
The dam will stretch across the
Mississippi from Keokuk, Iowa, to
Hamilton, 111., a distance of almost a

$5.

6.05.

Superior
Union Suit

Perfect

Store of Quality"
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Railroad
Avenue

E. Las Vegas.
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Casfaneda
Hotel
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"BILL" FLAHERTY

Mrs O. Linberg and children. Grace
right at the time you need
TO
the goods.
and Tipple, have returned from an
The' man who does the
extended visit in St Louis. Mo.
For Week Ending June' 10th
Gerson Gusdorf, the Taos
r weighing the measuring
merchant,
18c for the 35c Genuine "Henls"
was ia Lag Vegaa
;themanwho knows how
yesterday on his
Fruit Press.
and whythe man on
ay to Chicago on a purchasing
trip.
4o dozen for the "Sterling" Rubber
. whom everything depends.
SOME $600 OR $700 EXPENDED IN SALOON MAN LEAVES HIS
Joe Zimmerman has returned tn ha
BONDS
Our responsibility is never
Fruit Jar Rings.
lanch near Levy after
CHASE"
OF
MAN
IN
KIDNAPERS
LURCH
In
been
CABINET
having
18c for the 25c Automatic
lost sight of for a moment
Las Vegas a few days on a. hnaln0ua
Spring
REMAINS UNPAID
BAR IS ATTACHED
in prescription filling.
Ice Picks.
Every
trip.
2c each for the Porcelain Lined
prescription leaving our
Mr. and Airs. Salomon I, n ft vat nrn.
d ii
store is faultless from any
Ask!ng that the county bear a por- Fruit Jar Caps and Rubbers.
Mentally but not audibly bidding
uiinent residents of Santa
tion of the expense incurred in the farewell to
12c foot for the 15c Wire
Rosa, are
standpoint that you may
his bondsman, the Cab- Wrapped
ir. the city.
Mrs Chaves came here
take. You may feel safe
exe'ting chast for the Rogers' kid- net
Incn Rubber. Hose.
saloon
and
the beautiful city of
to
"
receive
medical
treatment
and sure if we fill your"
napers, which occurred during th
10c each for any size Ice Cream
Las Vegas, William Flaherty, under
loriy-eigEarl
Smoke- curlinero tm from th- fa
hours
prescription.
Hodgin. Santa Fe aeent at
Dishert.
following the paysuog
sentence to pay a fine of $250 and
ment
cf
rillos. accompanied by his
the
for
$12,000
the
9c
ransom
of
each
for the "King" Fly Killers.
family, has
chimney as the men
coming in from the
the stolen child, a committee from spend one year in Jail for violation
tone to Missouri, in several cities of 15c each for the 25s Tin
Watering
fields, gives pretty suggestion of a good supthe Las Vegas Commercial club, com- of the
wnich state he 'will spend his vaca
Pots.
laws, has deWINTERS DRUG CO
of
tion.
and . a comfortahi home . Rnr
Messrs.
posed
Raynolds. Havdos parted for parts unknown.
10 per cent
Discount
on "The
vti. ifk oiOU
Flaherty
and
A. B. Renehan
Flaming,
before
wnrL-inr- r
appeared
the having failed to
White
means
Frost"
Santa
hot.
a
Fe
bred
prominent
woman.
V,rA
Refrigerators.'
.
pay his fine, for
Phone Main .
.
&
board of county commissioners yes
attorney, was here yesterday a short
$1.45 for the $2.25 Regal Canvass
which
the
court allowed him a short
blazing hre.
terday afternoon. It was stated by
time on business. He was accom
Hammocks.
the committee that between $600 and period of time, Sheriff Secundino Ro
Your wife can escape this with a New
panied by his stenographer. Miss StelSee us for Tents for Rent or Sale.
?00 had been expended In the chase, mero and his deputies went to appre
la Canny,
10 per cent Cheaper than
Perfection
Oil Cook-stove- ;
any posses having scoured the
county in hend him last night and place him
WORKJSBECUN
George H. Kinkel returned this afti
New
competition.
.
PmWhnn
A
J
- .l any
"""-I- "
automobiles and on horses and concooicr man
ernoon from Santa Fe, where he left
ucgim
95c for the $1.25 Croquet Sets, 4
in
other
could
not
jail.
all
does
be
found.
it
coal
range,
wood
a
or
Flaherty
It
yet
do.
can
siderable
saves
range
money
been
line,
in
used
having
(Continued From Page One)
the Boy Scouts, whom he accompanball.
Further search revealed nothing. Fla
It,0.1" a,nd"cL . N, wod o cut ; no coal to carry ; no ashes ; no soot
telegrams and telephone messages with
ied on their trip to Espanola and the
PrfM-h7uI
i
$2.55 for the $3.25 Gold Medal Style
)
; M
.'. tU.
With the New
. w. H
imn
V
HIE Ut VUU&Ulg UCV1CC VOU CSQ
the hope of heading off the various herty's partner, Charles Palmer, is
the City of Las Vegas, N. M.
cliff dwellings.
Cota.
trad anywhere.
still in Las Vegas. He is under a
suspicious
characters
who were said
Gentlemen:
29e for the 35c canvas top Camp
Ted Hayward, who
Made with 1.2 and 3 bvrnen. with lou.
the
to have been seen riding furiously for similar sentence but has put up a
The Citizens' sewer committee met Boy Scouts on their accompanied
tarwmM bllM entmtled cbimnm. Hud.
Stools.
bond of $300 to pay his fine or go
.
.
trip, has return
Texas and other places.
T
m k. LUJ .1
on May
bnrnnr Mow can be had with ar wiihoala
pursuant to the call of the ed home and will take a position as 39c for the 50c canvas top Camp
H. B. Hub
One of the automobiles used In the to Jail early In Jury.
boal top. wKich n fated with drop aUhai,
chairman, and considered the various inspector for the city on the sewer
Stools with back.
towel racu. etc.
chase was badly damaged. By sub bard and Ted Long are his sureties.
matters referred to It by your body. construction work.
off on all Trunks and Suit Cases
. Deal"; ererywhere I or write lor deean-tzv- e
H. Hunker, Fraherty's law
George
raised
the
scription
circular to the Dearest agency oi the
the
day following
As a result of our investigations on
d
off on all Deep Cut Glass
C. U. Strong, the Mora
his
yer,
bond
after
signed
the
man's
payment of the ransom part of the
merchant,
Continental
Oil Company
these matters we report and recom20 per cent off on all Imported
expense of the chase was contributed Indictment by the recent grand jury.
accompanied by W. S. Doherty, arriv( Incorporated )
mend as follows:
Chinaware.
District Attorney Ward nngni-t- a
ed in Las Vegas yesterday
tha
by citizens. The committee said
evening.
1. That the following Items be inwas but fair that the county should bond is still in force as Flaherty was
They will remain here a few days on 20 per cent off on all Porch Furni
ture.
cluded In the general. Bum of the cost a business and
assist in paying the remainlns in still subject to the further orders of
WARM BUT NOT HOT
visiting trip.
Phon 3S4
95c for $1.25 Set of Mrs. Potts
the court when he was granted an
of the sewer and proper allowance
debtednesa.
E. R. Collins of Boston, Dr. J. L.
Thought
many
would
have
people
Sad Irons.
extension
of
made for them in the assessments to Fint of
in
time
which to pay
The board took no action on the
Watrous, David Flint and
been willing to bet to the contrary
be made by the council: viz: The cost Harrison
ONLY AT
request. The county commissioners his fine, and had Mr. Hunker wished
Flint of Las Vegas, returnthe
to
be
relieved
temperature yesterday did not
of the responsibility
of the sewer now maintained In the ed
are restricted by law from exceed
yesterday evening from a two
will bm mtthm La Panmlon
he
had
attain
so.
the mark reached on Sunday.
do
to
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their
Las
the
opportunity
ing
city by
expenditures the amount
Vegas Sewer com weeks' fishing trip to Taos.
FOR A FEW DAYS.
Mr.
r
Ward has brought action in Eighty-fouin the general fund. Such moneys as
pcny, which may amount to the total
degrees was the pest the
J. D. Tinsley, the Santa Fe's dry
district
the
court
to
the
bonds
committee
the
compel
sum of ?3,800, depending upon the ar
government thermometer at the NorOPPOSITE V. M. C. A.
requested would nec
farming expert, has returned from Al
PAINLESS
essarily come from the general fund, man to return Flaherty to Las Vegas mal university could do yesterday.
rangement that can be made with
where
buquerque,
he spent Sundav
which Is not in a flourishing condi or pay the amount of the bond, which while it went to ninety-on- e
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GRADUATE
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Without. Pain
known what will be the fate of the same hour. Owing to the
at present
,
a possible sum of f 1,250; the fees of ger asent for the Pennsylvania syshumidity
tem, and W. M. Anderson, traveling
A tax assessment having been re Cabinet, which has been in operation the heat has been felt more than
the engineer; the cost of an InspecWOMAN PAST HELP
and passenger agent for the PATHFINDER IN LOS ANGELES-TO- turned against properties owned by about one year. Palmer is said to be is usually the case in this climate.
tor at the rate of $3.00 per diem; freight
Okla. In a letter from
Chandler,
Salt Lake railway, were in Las Vegas
in
the Jesuit brothers on the West side having difficulty
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money
yesterday
before
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board
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that
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appeared
and
thought
other states
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cost already incurred for the publi
ING EXPERIENCE
headquarters are in Denver.
east of here have been enduring tem- "I hardly know how to thank you for
yesterday afternoon in their behalf
cation of calls for bids; the cost of
He explained that the law exempted
ENROLLMENT EXCEEDS 100.
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yesterday evening
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relieved at once, and rained at least
from taxation.
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the. way to Rowe on a fishing trip. nual Los
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of publishing the assessment in the
10 pounds. Every oody eays I look
will hot insist on the collection of fact that the registrar has been over
were accompanied by Division passing through Mexlcali this
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v
after the taxes. The 'commissioners
local paper.
so much better. I am still improving
in
worked
and
expect
registering
assigning
Superintendent F. L. Myere.
The noon, it was fired upon by a band of
2. That the assessment
to be in session a few days this week students he has not had time to as
greatly." Many women are complete
be placed Kurns expect to make a
to El socialistic
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still camping as a board of equalization.
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and BUILDER
Fred L. Burgah, who for several put on full
ispeed . and drove
you? Have you not tried Cardui? It
r or so near thereto as to be, in the months
is vorse than useless to tnkn nnv for the first time this morning and
It
has
been associated with through a shower of bullets. The medicine
Estimates Furnished on AH Kinds of ony needs a few doses to
past
Internally for muscular or assigned lessons. Recitations will be- convince
opinion of the council, benefited by Judge E. V, Long in the
Building job Woifc a Specialty.
practice of bullets, struck the car but no one was chronic rheumatism. All that is need- rln tomorrow.
you that Cardui is Just what you need.
This afternoon at
the construction of the sewer. We law, leaves this
is
a
ed
free
of
Chamberapplication
evening, with his lam hurt.
- Phone Main 336.
Opposite Optic Try It today. It will cure your pains.
are of the opinion that such an as- ily, for San Diego,
lain's Liniment For sale by all drnz. 4:15 o'clock Mrs. Ida Cruse McFarCalif., where the
lane
of
of
the
department
English
sessment will realize sufficient funds Burgans will reside
gists.
permanently. Mr.
of the University of Denver, gave her
tr defray all cost connected with the Burgan makes the move
EVANS TELLING EVERYTHING
because of
Foley Kidney Pills take hold of your first lecture of the series she will
construction and completion of the health reasons and not for want of
Columbus, O., June 6 Representa- system
and help you to rid yourself of deliver during the onenln? two weeks
ad
sewer, and that It would not be
confidence in the future of Las" Vegas tive Owen J. Evans of Stark county, your dragging backache, dull head- of the ; school. A
large number of
vlsable to place the assessment at or New Mexico. . During his stay who yesterday confessed to receiving ache, nervousness, impaired eyesight,
students
and
were prestownspeople
of
and
all
the
ills
a lower figure.
resulting from the
here he has made many friends with a bribe from an Akron, Ohio, loan
of Albuquerque, N. M.,
of your kidneys and ent. The public Is invited to attend
action
impaired
in
connection
agent
with
3. We recommend that George E. whom he is loath to part,
the salary bladder. Remember it is
especially
Kid- Mrs. McFarlane's talks, which will be
Foley
loan bill before the legislature dur- ney Pills that do this.
Morrison be employed as the engin Judge Long, his law partner.
O. G. Schae-fe- r on
which has jusf, recently been organized with New Mexico
literary subpects and will occur
ar-Red Cross Drug Co.
ing the past session, afterward go
eer in charge of the construction of
capital
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afternoon at 4:15 o'clock unless
and
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the sewer and that he be paid for his
announcement
to
the contrary is
sumed hi3 testimony before that Foley's Kidney Remedy Aoied Quickly
holders, desires to announce the appointment of
services the sum of $1,200. His em
M. N. George, Irondale, Ala., was made. The number of school teachbody.
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ployment at this remuneration ehould
bothered with kidney trouble for many ers enrolled this year far exceeds
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GEO. A. FLEMINO,
years. "I was persuaded to try Fol-le- that of the last session of the suminclude on his part the preparation of
of the Investment and Agency Corporation
Manager
Kidney Remedy, and before tak- mer school.
a plat book which will show the en
EDWARD HARRIGAN DEAD
I could feel its beneing it three
as its agent for this district. The company will be
tire course of the sewer and all the
New York, June 6. Edward Har- - ficial effects.days
The pain left my back,
conservatively
NATIONAL
in
order
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R. H. E. and manager, died today at his home am so much better. I do not hesitate when the cough Is kept loose and
, ..."
tbat when it shall become necessary
surance Department at all times.
Rem- - exDeetoration
mat hv oHirtno rthom.
4 6 3 here. He was born In New York 66 to recommend Foley Kidney
for property owners to connect with Pittsburg
O. Q. Scahefer and Red Cross berlaln's Cough Remedy. It has been.
edy."
Keep your money at home by placing your insurance with a
5 12 1 years ago.
the line there will he found on file a Philadelphia
urug Co.
used m many epidemics of this dishome
R.
Score
H. E.
company.
ease with perfect success. For sale
complete map of the entire system.
1 5 0
by all druggists. v
4. Engineer Morrison is hereby au- Chicago .........v....
7 12 0
thorized and empowered to employ an New York
Score:
R.H.E.
inspector or inspectors at a compen2 10 2
sation of not to exceed $3 per day, to Boston
14 1
9
Cincinnati
vork under his direction, such com'
R.H.E.
Score:
pensation to be paid by the city.
9
7
0
There is another form of automatic
Electricity is the only form of arti5. In view of the fact that the legal Brooklyn
3 9 1 ficial
St. Louis .i.
lighting which can be made lamp working on this same principle
v.ork connected with the building of
which lights whenever a visitor stands
automatic.
the sewer seems to be outside of the
AMERICAN LEAGUE
on the door mat and goes out when
of
attorney,
the
duties
city
One of the simplest forms of autoregular
R. HI. EL
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he goeaj nside or turns away. This
w recommend that he be paid a spec Boston
5 7 2 matic lighting is the tiny incandescent
automatic;
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and
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4 8 5 lamp in the dark clothes closet which
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Detroit
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land should1 be made
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so
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door
that
"central"
opened
ASSOCIATION
knows
that
AMERICAN
" do the
construction; but we recommend that
figuring, as interest accumulates. An account
Louis- la closed. This is arranged by in you want her. It Is a flaring t&
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At Louisville: Indianapolis 6;
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a
switch.
opene
spring
f
serting
e
1
to!ay is better than one opened tomorrow.
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foot the same as the property of
ville 9.
4;- - Colunv of the door, on the hinge side, in such top f or- the railway semaphore warn
time is now.
Toledo,
77ommencement
At Columoua:
owners.
a manner that when the door is open- Ing engineers that it is dangerous o
1
.
6.
; ,1 4 ; bus,
Respectfully submitted,
ed It releases the spring plug and go abge4 jj
LAS VEGAS; SAVINGS
At' Kansas City: Minneapolis 10;
M. M. PADGETT,
the lamp to light Closing the Wheretgj automatic lighting Is de-allows
3.
City,
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Instances Are Many In Which Star
Heeds Suggestions From Bleach- erlte Ewlng Took One.
Almost every ball player. In either

the major or the minor leagues.

Is

Estray Aaventsement
HE LOBBY
Notice to hereby given to whom It
nay concern that the following deSHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
crlbed estray animal was taxen up oy
A. S. J. McKandles, Negra, N. M.
GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED
BEST
THE
One sorrel horse about 6
or 7 years old, weight about 1,000 lbs.
about 15 hands high.
I
SOCIETY AND BUSINESS:
Branded
On left Jaw
Branded
J CHAPMAN
brothers always welcome to the
LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A
On left hip
wigwam. W. O. Wood, sachem;
A. M. Regular comSaid animal being unknown to this
David Flint chief of records and
on
or
owner
claimed
unless
by
Board,
munication first and
collector of wampum.
before June 18, 1911, said date being 10
third Thursday in each
days after last appearance of this ad
brotn.
month.
Visiting
vertisement said estray will be sold
B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
. AM
nAlatllf invltMl
by this Board for the benefit of the
fourth Tuesday evening of each
owner when found.
William H. Stapp. W. M.; Chas. H.
month at O. R. C. hall. Visiting
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Sporleder, Secretary.
Brothers are cordially invited. G.
Albuquerque. N. M.
First pub. May 27, last pub. June 8, '1
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D W.
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Condon, Secretary
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
'kular conclave second TuesF. O. E. Meets first and third Tuesmay concern that the following de-day in each month at Ma- day evenings each month, at Frascribed estray animal was taken up bv sonio Temple at 7:30 p. m. C. D- ternal Brotherhood hall. Visiting
Juan de J. Vasquez, Chacon, N. M
S. C; Chas. Tamme, Re
Brothers cordially invited to attend.
One cow, about 6 years Boucher,
corder.
B. F. McGulre. President; E. C.
old, red with white back.
Ward, Secretary.
Branded
NO. 3,
CHAPTER
VEGAS
LAS
On left ribs
ROYAL ARCH MASONS Regular KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
Said animal being unknown to this
convocation first Monday
NO. 804 Meets second and fourth
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
in each month at Mabefore June 18, 1911, said date being 10
Thursday in O. R. C. hall, Pioneer
sonic Temple, at 7:30 p.
days after last appearance of this a1
building. Visiting members are cor
vertisement, raid estray will be sold
m. J. A. Rutledge, H.
dially Invited. W. R. Tipton, O.K.;
by this Board for the benefit oi u
P.; Chas. H- - Sporleder,
E. P. Mackel, F. S.
owner when found.

RESTAURANT AND CAFE

To-wi- t:

DIRECTORY

able to tell of some occasion when his
Immediate action was inf. lenced by
some suggestion from the fans before
whom he was playing at the time.
Ordinarily the players have a sort of
contempt for the people In the stands,
but once In a long while the latter
come across for a great measure of
appreciation.
One of the most illuminating Illustrations of the susceptibility of the
player to the people sitting behind
him was afforded one day when, in a
close game, "Buck" Ewlng, the greatest catcher of all hiBtory, was trying to hold a runner on second. There
was also a runner on first and a hard
hitter Jake Stenzel by name was at
bat.
Optic' Number, Main 2.
After Ewing had thrown the ball
down to second three or four times a
fan up Is the stands yelled to him
ADVERRATES FOR CLASSIFIED
"Why don't you get that man at first
TISEMENTS
he's half way down to second all
time?"
the
insertion.
each
cents
Five
per line
took the Up. Making a bluff
Estimate tlx ordinary words to a to Ewlng
heave the ball to second, he end
line. No ad to occupy less space than denly turned and hurled It to first.
two lines. All advertisements charg- getting the runner there by three or
ed will be booked at space actually four yards.
"A tip from the fans is worth two
set, without regard to number of
CATTLE SANITARY
secretary.
as
BOARD,
words. Cash In advance preferred. from the coachers," said Ewing.
on
first
Albuqivnun. N
man
I. O. O. F LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
the
declared
the umpire
First pub. May 27, last pub. June 8, '11. RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
out. and the game was over.
1. Meets every Monday evening at
Chief" Zimmer. one of the greatest
S. Meets second and fourth Thurstheir
hall on Sixth street All visitEstray Advertisement
In Masonic Temple. Mrs.
backstops of his day, or, indeed, of
days
brethren
ing
cordially invited to atNotice ia hereby given to whom !t
any other day. tells of a time when
tend. Carl Carl Wertz, N. G.; A.
Agnes M. Tripp, Worthy Matron;
WANTED A Brat class seamstress. he was catching a game for the old nay concern that the following de
Thomas B. Bowen, Worthy Patron;
T. Rogers, V. G.; T. M. Elwood.
The cribed estray animal was taken up by
St. Louis club In New York.
Inquire Mrs. Ward, 902 Third St
Mrs. Minerva A. Howell, Secretary.
Secretary; W. E Crites, treasurer;
score In the ninth inning was 2 to 1 S. M. Chase, Cimarron, N. M.
One bay horse about 8 years old
Phone Main 231, 721 Fourth street.
in the last
C V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
WANTED Dressmaking and plain In favor of St. Louis, but Giants
about 800 lbs.
the
got
of
the
last
weight
half
inning
sewing. 1010 Tilden ave.
NO
LODGE
1, LAS VEGAS
DORADO
EL
Branded
a man around to third base, with only
CAMP NO. 13779 MOD'
one man out
On left hip
PYTHIAS
Meets
OF
KNIGHTS
ERN
WOODMEN
over
OF AMERICA
WANTED Good cook. 725 6th St.
foul
a
lifted
way
fly
batter
The
Said animal beln unknown to this
Meets the second and fourth Frl
every Monday evebeyond the left fielder's reach. Zlm Board, unless claimed by owner on or
mer set sail for it and easily could before June 18, 1911, said date being 1
ning in Castle hall.
days of each month in the W. O.
have made the catch. As he was put days after last appearance of this ad
W. hall, at 8 p. m.
are
Christopher
Visiting
Knights
ting out his hands for the ball a man vertisement iiald estray will be sold
Clay, Venerable
George
Consul;
Invited.
cordially
seats yelled:
In the
by this Board for the benefit of the
FOR SALE Model T 1910 Ford
Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague,
Chas. E. Liebacb-nle- r,
if you catch It the owner when found.
"Let
it
Zlm;
go,
'
touring car, first class man on third will score."
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Chancellor assistant deputy. Visiting Neighcondition. Can be seen at Las Vegas
bors are cordially invited.
said
the
M.
in
story,
telling
Commander. Harry
Zimmer,
Albuquerque, N.
Auto and Machine Co.
T let the ball go and it was only First pub. May 27, last pub. June 8, '11
of
Martin,
Keeper
reckoned as a foul. On the next pitch
DKNTISTS.
Records and Seal.
FOR SALE CHEAP Piano, almost the batter had struck out, and the
Estray Advertisement
'
out.
filed
next man
Notice is hereby given to whom It
new. A. J. K., Optic office.
F. R. LORD
"So there was one occasion when may concern that the following de- BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
the advice of the fans was better scribed estray animal was taken up by UNION OF AMERICA Meets first
DENTIST
FOR SALE Hoosler kitchen cabinet; than was the Judgment of our coach Albert Sanders, Orange, N. M.
and third Wednesdays of each
Pioneer
Office
Building
coal
Brussels
our
soft
range,
of
Brotherhood
or the advice
month at Fraternal
rug,
captain."
body
One 10 years old motley
Rooms 3 and 4
Call 515 National
John Clarkson, after his transfer faced cow.
wash stand.
hall. A. E. Hayward, F. M.; W.
Office
Phone Main 57
from Chicago to Boston, used to tell
avenue.
Branded
Secretary- ;- Visiting memik
of a time when a Hub fan came to bis
Main 413
Residence
Phone
VA
invited.
bers
On
hiD
cordially
right
relief In an emergency. Clarkson was
Branded
FOR SALE CHEAP Piano, almosts pitching against his old teammates.
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
On right ribs
new. A. J. K Optio office.
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD, NO.
The score was 2 to 1 in Boston's
was
DENTIST
base
at
Said
102
occupied
Meets
animal
but
unknown
every
to
Monday
night
every
thl
favor,
being
with a White Stocking and the count 'loara, unless claimed oy owner on or
Schmidt
hall
the
in
their
Suite
building,
4,
Crockett
Building. Has phones
FOR SALE White Wyandotte chicks. on "Pop" Anson at bat was Just before June 18, 1911, said date being
' west of Fountain
Square, at eight
office and residence.
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not too big!"
To
"Not a bit and

Harry cad not dreamed that Primmer
would come, for he knew Primmer
had long considered himself a suitor
for the hand of the demure Quakeress.
Nevertheless, here he was. and in the
bund that was not adjusting his necktie was held a large hatbox. labeled,
"Mile. Daphne."
old chun "
"Make yoursel' nt

pouted Carolyn.
you couldn't be too

r av
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CHAPTER l.

other auto, and resumed his home
ward ride. In a moment the count
and the lady were in their seat
again,
the count wheeled his machine about,
and the pursuit began. By some deft
turnings and twlstings Harry managed to evade them and at last
reached home.
He dashed into the house, eager to
change his clothes and be ready to
go to the station to meet Mr. Medders
and Lucy. "Pigeon" Williams met
him. Pigeon, as he was
affectionately
called, was a young man who tried
his beat to be a chum of Harry for
the reason that he was unusually attracted by Harry's sister Carolyn. It
was natural that Pigeon should be at
Swifton's that morning. He wanted
to help Harry, have
things ready to
entertain Lucy and her father, and
besides he thought It would cheer
Carolyn up to see one of her old
friends on her own arrival.
"Is Carolyn here?" Harry asked, as
he came in.
"Sure," replied Pigeon. "She got
here half Rn hour ago mad as the
dickens because you didn't meet her
at the train. Why didn't you? If I'd
known you weren't going to, of course
I could have gone."
"I meant to," Harry replied. "But
I had a bit of a smash-uIn the park."
"Smash-upAgain?"
"Nothing that amounted to much.
Head-obump into one of these runabout things run about a day and
then blow up. Oerman dignitary in
it, with a dashing brunette. No wonder he couldn't see me coming. He
had to look at her."
"Didn't hurt them?"
"No. Just knocked the breath out
of all of us. And her hat fell off,
and my machine chewed It up. Look."
Harry dug Into his pocket and produced the brim of the lady's hat. with
a trailing string of red poppies. Pigeon laughed.
"Keep it for a souvenir?" he asked
"Don't know. The German fellow
got mad, and I came away in such a
hurry I forgot what I was doing.
Stuck the thing in my pocket
I guess."
"He got mad! No wonder."
"I think he's real peeved. When I
made my
he got his old cook
stove into action and tried to follow
me. But I escaped.
Harry went into his room and
Pigeon sat down.
"How's Carolyn looking?" Harry
called to him.
"Fine and dandy.
Say, Harry,"
Pigeon went on, maliciously, "the
it in for you."
"In for me! Why?" asked Harry, in
muffled tones, tugging at a collar button.
"They say you're a quitter. Tou
used to be strong for stag parties, and
all that, and now you don't care for
anything but the country and a coun
try girl."
"That so?" Harry said, coming out.
"Well, let 'em say what they please,
rm for the country that's where you
ro for pure air, green fields, natural
flowers, and natural girls. Pigeon, I'm
through with all this bachelor stuff.
No more of the stag suppers and poker parties for yours truly. I'm ready
to quit and be good If my plans
work."
"I think you're dead right, Harry,"
"Judging
Pigeon replied, solemnly,
There's
from my own experience.
nothing in this bachelor life."
"Tour experience? Here, Methuselah! Take a dear. Why, you're not

I

Harry Swifton bummed a song to
himself and threw a little more speed
Into

bis roadster.

He bad every reason to be happy.

Long

regarded as a settled bachelor.

though young enough to be the sort
of chap all the girls were setting their
caps (or, he felt that thla was to be
the really great day of his lire. Lucy
Medders and her father were coming
to visit him; bis sister Carolyn was
coming home from boarding school
especially to play the hostess, the

home had been
for the occasion,

made spick and span
the sun was shining,
the little birds were singing in the
trees of the park, his roadster was
running smoothly and well, he hadn't
rare In the world.
As he took corners In the driveways
without slackening speed he mur-

mured:
"Good little buzz wagon!
You're
the cupld that started all this."
In memory, he could see again that
day of the summer before when In the
same machine bp
nhizzine alone

p

?

n

w,

i

pretty," Pigeon earnestly declared.
"IH have to keep my eye on you,
Harry." Carolyn giggled. "Walt until
Lucy comes. Do you call her Hhee?'
"I haven't turned Into a whole
Quaker yet," Harry answered. "Now
you run along and see that this house
looks like something.''
"You'd better get some one to expurgate this den of yours," Carolyn
flashed at him as she left the room.
"Lucy and her father may be shocked
at some of the things here."
"I'd like to know what there Is In
here to shock anyone," Harry said to
Pigeon.
"Oh,
much,"
nothing
Pigeon
chuckled. "But maybe that picture of
the ballet girl and that figure of the
Venus do Milo, and some of the other
highly decorative effects are not quite
what Lucy has at home."
"Why. those are works of art."
"Here's General Blazes to see you,
Harry," called Carolyn from the hallway.
"Come right in, general!" Harry
said. General Blazes, pompous. Irascible and dignified, was Harry's attorney In several matters having to do
with the estate left him by his father. He entered the room as gravely
and as impressively as though he
were approaching the bench of the
United States Supreme court, and
said:
"Good morning, boy. Here" taking
a packet from his inside pocket
"here are the deeds, all duly signed
and sealed. I believe you will need
no further advice from me."
"Thank you, general," Harry said,
taking the documents. "That's mighty
good of you. I appreciate your kindness In bringing them in yourself."
"No trouble at all, I assure you. I
was passing on my way to my offices."
"Won't you have a little nip of
something to strengthen you for the
walk?"
"No, thank you. I am rather in
haste. I am slightly worried about
Mrs. Blazes."
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a School
o;r,i.cJ trimmer
Teacher Who Considered Himself a

Poet.

Harry said.

"What's that?

"This?" Primmer sighed. Indicating
the hatbox. "This is a present I
bought for Lucy. I happened to see
it in the window of a store near here,
"nd I purchased it and had It sent to
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SCHOOL

WORKERS.

Cedar Rapids, la., June 6. The
forty-sixt- h
annual Iowa state Sunday
school convention opened its three-day'- s
session here today with an unusually large attendance of Sunday
school workers from all sections of
the state. The program arranged for
the three days of the convention comprises a number of addresses by distinguished leaders in the Sunday
school movement of Iowa and other
states, a big parade and a banquet on
Wednesday and a choral concert under the direction of Prof. Meredith or
New York, on Thursday.

Your bag- -

gntre?"

GIBBONS'

Baltimore, Md., June 6. The whole
American nation, and even distinguished representatives of foreign nations united today in honoring Cardinal Gibbons upon the' occasion of
the golden jubilee of his ordination
to the priesthood and the silver Jubilee of his cardlnalate. The main
feature of the jubilee celebration was
the grand publio demonstration
in
the Fifth Regiment armory, where,
before' an enormous
assemblage
President Taft,
Roosevelt. Chief Justice White of the
United States supreme court. Speak
er Champ Clark,
Cannon,
Senators Raynor and Smith of Maryland, Governor Crothers and Mayor
Preston of this city, delivered addresses, eulogizing the Cardinal's
b!gh Ideals of citizenship and patriot
ism and the great influence, exerted
by his example.
SUNDAY

Mir

FAIRBANKS-HIBBE-

Indianapolis,, Ind., June 6. Guests
from Washington, Chicago and other
points are arriving in Indianapolis for
the wedding of Miss Louise Hi'oben,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Ban
croft Hibben, and Richard Monroe
Fairbanks, son of the former vice
president and Mrs. Fairbanks.' The
marriage is to be celebrated tomorrow evening in the First Presbyterian
church.
man knows he's honest 'cause
lie's so durned poor.
A

r

absent-mindedl-

Harry Swifton.
a country road. Something happened,
the machine skidded, with the usual
result.
When Harry came to his senses he
was lying on an
hair
sofa, In an
Quaker
home but he thought be was in
heaven.
Above him bent a Quaker damsel,
demurely beautiful and distracting?
calm. She was bathing his brow with
a cloth wrung out of cold water to
which some camphor had been added,
"Do thee feel better?" she asked, In
the softest of tones,
"It depends," he managed to say.
"If you're going to stop this because
I'm better, I'm going to have a relapse."
Then Into the room came a stalwart
old Quaker.
"Has the young man recovered,
Lucy?" he asked.
"Yes, father," she said. Harry eat
up, with an effort. '
"I don't know how to thank you,
sir," he Bald. "It was lucky that I
Iwent into the ditch right in front of
your house."
With the word "lucky" he looked
"meaningly at Lucy, but that
maiden did not seem to catch
Ms double meaning.
i
The result of the accident la not
jhard to guess. Harry found himself
90 bumped and bruised thftt it took a
fortnight for him to be Well enough to
Jeturn to his home. And In that fortnight he and Lucy became so well acquainted that It then became necessary for him to run p to see her
S mere matter of a hundred miles
'onoe every week. And now he had
induced i?r father to bring her to visit
Wm and his sister",
He reviewed in. his mind the events
the flays sln.58 thlvc1d't. Pleaf-- ,
lilt thoughts, those, for a young mah.
fThejr take his mind off the Immediate
urroun4iflgt, however.
Automatically he Whirled around
'another corner then began doing
things with the brake, but too late.
Twenty yards before him approached
another auto. In It sat a couple oblivious to their danger. There was a
smash and a crash, a shriek and a
yell. And then the three people pioked
themselves up.
Q
The man In the other auto leaped
fists
his
shook
to his feet first and
ner nair
t Harry. The lady gatnerea
into a coil again and exclaimed:
hat!"
'
"My hat! My beautiful
of her
Harry followed the direction
of her dts-- !
the
saw
object
and
.glance,
of yellow
'may. A handsome hat red flowers,
rtraw, adorned with large
in the steer-- ,
jwas hopelessly enUngled
machine.
ang gear of his
He extricated It or what he could
ef It and offered It to ofher. But with
despair she
a tearful exclamation
refused It
"Scoundrel!" shouted her friend.
around klll-"vy do you go running deir hats?"
und
ruining
tog peeples,
cried the lady.
"My dear count!"
"
"Not so loud!"
to be calmed.
not
was
count
the
But
tn spite of Harry's efforts to explain
ex!
matters, he continued his staccato
pressions of wrath and vengeance, unof
idea
straightening
the
til, giving up
matters out, Harry popped Into his
town machine, skilfully ran past tHe

ho-n- e.
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Children Who Are Sickly
Foley Kidney Pills are a true medicine. They are hea'lng, strengthenMothers who value their own coming, antiseptic and tonic. They act fort and the welfare of their children,
quickly. O. G. Schaefer and Red should never be without a box of
Cross Drug Co.
Mother G ray's Sweet Powders for
Children, for use througnut the season. They break up colds, relieve
Warning to Railroad Men
E. S. Bacon. 11 Bast St.. Bath Me., teverlshness,
constipation, teething
lends out this warning to railroaders: disorders, headache and stomach trou'A conductor on the railroad,
my bles. Used by mothers for 22 years.
work caused a chronic inflammation
of the kidneys, and I was miserable THESE POWDERS NEVER FAIL.
and all played out. A friend advised Sold by all drugstores, 25c. Don't acFoley Kidney Pills and from the day cept any substitute. Sample mailed
commen ed taking them, 1 began to FREE. Address, Allen S. Olmsted.
regain my strength. The inflamma- Le
Roy. N. Y
am far better than
tion cleared and
I have been for twenty years. The
weakness and dizzy spells are a thing
In the Wake of the Measles
of the past and 1 highly recommend
The little son of Mrs. O. B. Palmer.
Koley Kidney Pills." O. G. Scanefer Little Rock, Ark., had the measles.
and Red Cross Drug Co.
The result was a severe cough which
grew worse and he could not sleep.
She says: "One bottle of Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound completely
cured him aid he has never been
THE AGONY OF A BABY UNDER bothered since." Croup,
whooping
cough, measles, cough all yield to FolA SKIN AFFLICTION
ey's Honey and Tar Compound. The
genuine is In the yellow package al
X. O.
ways. Refuse substitutes.
Is all tbe more terrible because it can't Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
tell you how it suffers. But there is
relief at hand not only relief but a
permanent cure from prickly heat,
rashes, hives, eczema and all other
skin affections so prevalent among infanta during the summer months. If
you want to see your baby rest easy
onoe again and a look of relief
spread over Its little face, just apply
this splendid remedy ZEMO. We believe honestly and sincerely that in
ZEMO you will find tlie cure you have
been praying for. We can tell you in
all truth that we have made thousands
and thousands of parents happy with
this simple but sure remedy.
And to prove our absolute sincerity,
we have Instructed all druggists sell-linof maZEMO, to refund the purchaser
his money if the very first bottle does
not bring relief. Used persistently
thereafter ZEMO Is bound to cure.
ZEMO and ZEMO SOAP make the
most economical as well as the cleanest and most effective treatment for
affections of the skin and scalp
whether on infant or grown person.
Sold by druggists everywhere and
Phone Main 357.
in Las Vegas by our authorized
agent, O. G. Schaefer.
1
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Painting
and
Paper
Hanging

First class work
and best
terials is my
motto. Estimates cheerful'

g

ly given.

H. T. Davis
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Particularly the Ladies.

Not only pleasant and refreshing to
the taste, but gently cleansing and sweet
i
ening to the system, Syrup of Figs and
Elixir of Senna is particularly adapted
to ladies and children, and beneficial in
ell cases in which a wholesome, strengthlaxative should be
ening and effective
e
.
.1
r
i
used. It is perfectly sate at ail tunes ana
headaches
and
the
colds,
dispels
pains
caused by indigestion and constipation so
Classified ads. search out the people to whom among al
promptly and effectively that it is the one
"My Hatl My Beautiful Hatl" She Cried.
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.
"Worried? Why, I trust she Is not this address. It just came, so I want perfect family laxative which gives satisis recommended by
111."
to put it away and later give It to faction to all and
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to some"Not at all. She left early today, to her with my own hands. Alas, my millions of families who have used it and
who have personal knowledge of its exone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
shop for a sick friend."
poor, poor Lucy!"
"Shopping for a sick friend,"
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
"Why what's happened? What's cellence.
chuckled Harry. "Are they having so sad about Lucy?"
Its wonderful popularity, however, has
special sal:s of sick friends?"
"She she oh, my poor,
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
poor led unscrupulous dealers to offer imita
The general ignored the Jest, as, In Lucy!" Primmer walled, going slow- tions which act unsatisfactorily. There-lor- e,
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
deed, he Ignored all Jests.
ly from the room.
to get its beneficial
when
buying,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
"After that," he continued, "she was
"Well, wouldn't that bumb you!" effects, always note the full name of the
where
the
to
a
luncheon
attend
Socrales'
going
sort, and musical instruments.
Harry soliloquized. "Cousin
ladies were to meet this Count von is evidently allowing his blighted af- Companjr California Fig Syrup Co.
front of every
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
Fltz, who Is such a social lion now."
fections to act on his lachrymal plainly printed on the
of the genuine Syrup of Figs
"I've heard of him."
package
about
the
Now,
room,
glands.
looking
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
"Well," the general remarked, "I am I expect I'd better send Venus and and t.lixir of benna.
markets!
best
For sale by all leading druggists. Price
d
the ballet girls to the attic for a
dallying here when I should be hastenat
rest."
ing on. My wife should have been
50 cents per bottle.
home by this time. By the way, I
He was just about to take the ballet
don't believe you have met Mrs. girl picture from the wall, when he
Blazes."
was startled by an angry argument in
"I met two of your wives at differ- the hallway. One voice was that of a
ent times," Harry smiled; for the mat woman, another that of the butler,
rimonlal experiments of tbe general and the third the broken accents ol
were subjects of much comment.
the German into whose auto Harrj
"She's not one of the two," the gen had smashed.
eral replied. "They left me by way
exclaimed
he
"Great guns!"
of Reno long ago. I'm not a' bam eut "They've trailed me down."
sorry."
Into the room rushed tbe pair.
"You!" both cried.
Harry laughed again, for when the
"
"
V
VC'
'I
excited It was his
feneral became
Way, Via
get his words twisted, itcmS
times with ludicrous effect
(To Be Continued Tomorrow.)
regarded Harry's
ON SALE June 5, 6. 10, 11, 12, 13. 14, 15.
The general
Boat or Rail from San Francisco or the re16, 17, 18. 19. 20. 21 and 22.
amusement with calm disapproval .
CHAF. 3ED WITH ROBBERY.
k
verse. Meals and sleeper free while at sea
1911
SEPTEMBER
FINAL
15,
LIMIT,
"My boy," he said, dropping 'his
.i- A
Portland, Ore., June 6. Much in
hand on Harry's shoulder, "let me give
1
is manifested in the cases of
terest
not
advice
one
of
bit
legal.
good
you
Vnen yott marry for the third time ' Jack Barrett,
and
E. J. Wheeler
ASTORIA AND
(L0S ANGELES or
"But I haven't married my first
Jame9 Whealen, which are to come
yet," Harry protested.
SAN DIEGO
PORTLAND, ORE.
And when you up for trial here this week. The trio
,rYou will, however.
marry for the third time, dont marry theft of bullion valued at $501,000
One way via Den;-a young, beautiful woman."
OR
time
some
ago.
steamer
Humbodlt,
of
"Don't?"
ver direct or
4
Half the time she's They are to be tried first, however,
"No. Don't
Denver and San
have you making a fam dool of your- on
EVERETT,
charges of obtaining $1,500 from
self."
E
Flirtatious
Von
Count
Fltz, Whose
Francisco
bank
National
by
Merohants'
the
this
of
himself
delivered
on
All
Having
eanades Were Discussed
SEATTLE,
sage observation, the general stalked means of a forged check.
8ldes.
turned and bade Harry
the
to
door,
even eld enough to use a safety razor, farewell, and started out, to bumy
or TACOMA,
boy I"
There is more Catarrh in this seca
person, who was
against
disof
felt
and
other
blushed
all
boyishly
tion of the country than
Pigeon
coming in at the same moment
WASH.
y
eases nut together, and until the last
his tender mustache with an
your pardon, humbly!" few
beg
to be Incurwas
supposed
years
guilty expression.
exclaimed the newcomer, In a thin, able. For a great many years doc
Via Denver and
"You're always rubbing It in on a
high, weepy voice.
SAN ERANCISCO
tors nronounced it a local disease and
fellow," he complained.
"
the
con
general,
grumbled
nrescribed local remedies, and by
Salt Lake
brushing by him.
. direct or via
stantly failing to cure with local treatCHAPTER II
Sci
The newcomer glided in. His long, ment, nronounced it Incurable.
Los Angeles reor Denver and
dank hair hung down to his collar, his ence has proved catarrh to be a conHarry laughed sarcastically, and in white, thin hands plucked with melan- stitutional disease and therefore
dashed
his
of
Carolyn
the midst
laugh
constitutional treatment. Hall's
turning via
choly grace at the roycroft tie he was
Billings ,
Into the room. A Jolly, romping girl,
Tickets on Sale June 5, 6, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15,
his eyes, which were Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J.
and
wearing,
and
Denver
when a girl doesn't
.the
Ohlo.i
is
the
at
&
age
Ojjden
Co.,
Toledo,
Cheney
just
set deep in his head, gleamed weirdly.
16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21 and 22
know whether to keep on being a girl
only constitutional cure on the mar
"Alas!" he said, "It Is you!"
doses
in
she
a
herself
ket.
is
taken
woman,
It
internally
consider
to
or
"You're a good guesser. Primmer,"
It
10 drops to 8 teaspoonful.
FINAL RETURN LIMIT SEPTEMBER 15, 1911
paused for a moment at sight of Harry said, grasping his hand. "I'm from
ects directly on the Mood and mucous
Pigeon, then lost her formality and glad you could come to see us."
surfaces of the system. They offer
ran to Harry to greet him.
Socrates Primmer, a distant cousin one hundred dollars for any case it
some
Harry
though?"
she
girl,
"Isn't
of Lucy, and a school teacher who falls to cure. Send for circulars and
FOR STOPOVERS IN EITHER, DIRECTION
TICKETS ARE FIRST CLASS-G- OOD
cried to Pigeon, with his arms around considered himself a poet, had ac- testimonials
on
to
keep my eyes
his sister. "Have
invitation to Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO., Tocepted Harry's
D. L. BATCHELOR, Agent.
ledo, Ohio
you. from now on, young lady! come and visit him at the same time
Further Particulars Cheerfully Given at Ticket Office.
Sold by drueglsts, 75c.
You're getting to be too big and as Lucy and her father were to came.
Take Hall's family Pills for
pretty."
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PARTIAL LIST

At

NONE BETTER MADE

fireenberger's

It's too hot to do your

own cook
Banfsh work and worry by taking your family to the White Kitchen,
the clean place.

or

ing.

Fresh Vegetables
of which you can get today
and nearly everyday at

THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY
California Head Lettuce
Native Head Lettnce
Green Asparagus
Parsley
Cauliflower
Young Carrots
Young Beets
Mustard Greens
Kohlrabi
Tomatoes
Cucumbers
k-

Phone Main

McCormick Binders and Mowers

193

or Main

-

194

H

The reception for students of the
Normal summer school, which was to
have been given this evening by the
faculty and the older students, will
not be held until later in the term,
owing to the illness of Dr. Frank H.
H. Roberts and Miss Rose George, the
chairman of the committee.
Lunch every morning at

10

of

7 ho Home

Repairs for all Machines Made

Hart, Schaffner & Marx
FINE CLOTHING

LUDVIG Wfl. ILFELD, Agent
PHONE MAIN 379

Your Get in Your Spring Suit

o'clock

Quality and Style with Low Price,

at Longa Buffet

Dance tonight, Rosenthal hail.
Read the first chapter of The Optic's big serial story starting today on
The Greater Las Vegas band has page 7, entitled "The Girl of My
Always get the best at Nolette's
received samples from the M. C. Lilly Dreams." It's the one best story, the barber shop.
company of Columbus, O., and will latest novel in the book world.
order its new uniforms soon. There
The highest temperature recorded
has been considerable inquiry as to
You cannot afford to be without an by the Normal
guage today was
why the band has made no arrange- electric iron. We can supply ' you eighty-thre- e
degrees at 3 o'clock.
ments to give concerts on the West with one. Get our
proposition. Las
side this summer.
Vegas Light and Power company.
There is said to be some disposition
on the part of a few Las Vegas peoTry a dram of Old. Taylor bourbon
About fourteen couples attended
at the Opera Bar. Served from barthe Fortnightly club dance, which ple to "knock" the plans of the Carrels on the bar.
was given last evening in Rosenthal'' negie library board to make of Sathall. Though the night was warm, urday, June 17, a tag day for the benO. C. Zing?, head of the departefit of the library. Those who do not
ment of manual training at the Nor- dancing proved a pleasant diversion. care to give any money to the library
mal university, will receive tonight
are not
to do so but are asked
The Ladies' Guild of the East Side not to urged
his degree of master of pedagogy from
others from digging
discourage
ihe Colorado State Normal of Gree- Catholic church will meet tomorrow up a dime or a quarter when a tag is
ley. Mr. Zingg will not be able to afternoon with Mrs. Devlne at 2:30 pinned on them.
,
be present at the commencement ex- o'clock, at her home, 1011 Third
ercises to receive his degree, having street.
Hard, consistent practice is the regmade arrangements to teach in the
New Mexico Normal summer school.
A marriage license was granted this ular order of the day for the Mamorning at the court house to Tita roons who are exerting themselves to
Positively no camping, fishing or Lujan de Romero, aged 32, and Fran- the utmost to be in readiness for the
C. cisco Quintana, aged 42. Both are resi- games with Dawson Saturday and Sunhunting allowed on our ranch.
day. Frank Kemp, the new first Backdents of Sabinosa.
W. and F. J. Wesner.
er, will be here tomorrow and will don
Old Crow sold over the bar at a uniform for the first time. SaturTickets for the big banquet at which
day's game" will be called at 4 o'clock
delegates to the International Sunday Long's Buffet.
and the contest Sunday afternoon will
School convention will be guests of
begin
promptly at 3:30. From sever
honor Friday evening, are now on
The board of trustees of the New
sale at Murphey's drug store. Those Mexico Hospital for the Insane held al personals appearing in last night's
who desire to attend the banquet its regular monthly meeting this aft- issue of the Raton Range, several
should purchase their tickets early ernoon In the office of the secretary, members of the Raton team were in
as only a limited number of people W. E. Gortner, on the Plaza. Routine the Dawson lineup Sunday, the Maroons thus being compelled to go
can be accommodated. The ticl-et- s
business only was transacted.
against the pick of the baseball
are being sold at fifty cents eaiii.
of the two towns.
The banquet will be served in h
Lost String coral beads, between
a
will
followed
and
to
Normal
and
Return
house.
be
armory
opera
by
of music and addresses.
It was a good thing for the prodigal
Optic and receive $5.00 reward.
son that he lived before the days of
Alberto Vigil, the
son of the meat trusts.
Electric irons on 30 days trial. Las
Hipolito Vigil, died yesterday at the
Vegas Light and Power company.
home of his parents on the West side.
on
is
FauBt
tap Heart disease, from which the boy
Tony
draught beer
at the Opera Bar, and is one of the had been suffering for several months,
finest draught beers served over any was the cause of death. The funeral
was held this afternoon.
bar in the city.

Economy, united with High Quality and plenty of Style Is a

rare Combination Indeed and this is Especially True when you get

.

the Latest Productions from such Reliable Manufacturer

.

Schaffner

& Marx,

Ederheimer, stein

and Michaels Stern.

& Co.,

We cover Each Sale with an ABSOLUTE

as Hart,

Guarantee of Satisfaction

.

Both from the Manufacturer and From

,

FOR 30 DAYS
Our Pride Flour
$1.30 per Sack
Every Sack Guaranteed

Roller Mills

Las Vegas

Phone Main 131

GREENBERGER

in
jllilii

18

The

First Rational Bank
OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

IMPORTED

DRV CLEANING
Requires a skillful process To take a garment
and clean it without shrinking or spoiling the shape
requires experience. We have been in the business
for a number of years and have the experience. ' "'

The Kareful Klotfiing Kleaning Ko.
Phone Vegas 450

614 Lincoln Avenue

For (he Best Meats, Kansas City or

For Cooking
2 lbs. for 2Sc

The grant board held a session this
afternoon in its offices on the West
side. At the sessions yesterday and
today business in relation to Mexican
claims was transacted.
Judge Clarence J. Roberts has not notified the
board of his acceptance of the resignation of F. H. Pierce as a member
of that body. It Is not believed the
Judge will appoint a successor to Mr.
Pierce until July 1, when the terms
of office of all the members will

SPEECHLESS FOR THANKS
Mena, Ark. "I find Cardui to be all
you represent," writes Mrs. H. B.
York, of this city. "I suffered from
womanly ailments, for nearly two
years, before I tried Cardui. I have
been so relieved since taking It. I
cannot say enough in its praise. It
has done me a world of good, and I
recommend' Cardui to all women.''
Cardui is over 50 years old, and the
demand Is greater today than ever.
Cardui is the standard, tonic medicine
fof women of every age. Would you
like to be well and strong? Then take
Cardui. Its record showa that It will
help you. Begin today. Why wait?
HARVEY'S

J. H. STEARNS
GROCER.

?

c

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.

Native, call at the

OPEN

This famous mountain resort is now
ready for its 29th Beason. . H. A. Harvey will welcome the guests as of old.
Miss Burnham will see to their comfort and enjoyment. Terms as usual,
$10 per week. Carriage out each Wednesday and Saturday morning, return-mTnesdays and Fridays;, fare $1
each ay. Leave orders at Murphey's
drug dtore or Harris Real Estate

p

01

GRAAF & HAYWARD CO. MARKET
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Lots of Dahlias
PlantTHERE
STILL TSME
'

It

ffif.

Steam Coal Sawed

Wood

and Kindling

C O N D Ofi

PIon.Mln21

Las Vegas Steam Laundry
Phone Main 81.

RETAIL PRICES
or More, Each Delivery
to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
to 1,000 lbs., Each Delivery
'
to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less Than SO lbs., Each Delivery

2,000 lbs.
1,000 lbs.
200 lbs.
60 lbs.

Ft

,

20o per 100 lbs.
25o per 100 lbs.
30o per 100 lbs.
40c per 100 lb.
50o per 100 lbs.

AGUA PURA GOMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

USE

BOUCHER'S

The

Glass Which Every One Appreciates

HA VJKS' CUT GLASS

COFFEE

IS

It Costs No More, and Is Better

Perry Onion
462
Store

&

Son

Ranch Phono Main 276

I

JEWELER
0

;?C(majicv:-niUf.nL-

-

C. JOIINSEN &

Don't Borrow Yovir
Neighbor's Paper-Subscr- ibe
Today for
Ue Optic and Have
One of Your Own

They are the most satisfactory plant we know of for this
Prices
climate.
Our collection is not excelled anywhere.
3 " different for $i.oo.
reasonable. Try our assortment

Phono Main

J-

H.

FsKofM

Fresh Roasted

fi

Let Us Show You

g

t
m

Anthracite Coal, all sizes

,

.

NOW

Wash Day Troubles

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Your curtains need' laundering this Bpring. The usage they
have received and the dust
they have absorbed during the
winter, makes them unfit to
hang the entire summer. Send
your curtains to us, when you
take them down and you will
be pleasantly surprised by their
appearance when we return
them. We wash them clean,
without damaging them; we
starch them just stiff enough
to drape right and hold their
shape, and we dry them perfectly square, even and the exact size as when sent. us.

Try

No More

O O A L A fJ D W O O D

This Spring

You'll Like Our Work.

The Boy Runs it Half the Time
It Runs Itself the Rest

Screened and Lump Raton Cerrlllos

Your Curtains

"Banking Made Easy" is the course
of study being pursued by Postmaster F. O. Blood these days. His instructor is the postmaster at Raton
and his school room is behind the
partition in the postoffice in tnat
thriving city. Mr. Blood is being instructed in the methods of running
the postal savings banks, one of which
will be opened in the local postoffice next Monday morning. He w'.ll
return this evening. Mr. Blood has
received from the postal department
at Washington all necessary supplies
tor opening the banking department.

Easiest Washer

LOCAL AGENTS

Let us Launder

7

HOLMES

J,

,iirr-gra-

ESTABLISHED

The Best Yet

1

UPERT
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